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CIA Sherman Kent Center for Intelligence Analysis Papers -
Practice of Analytic Tradecraft in the Directorate of
Intelligence, Transnational Threats, Profession of
Intelligence Analysis

2017-05-05

this publication of the central intelligence agency cia is intended to help the kent center
fulfill its mission of promoting the practice of analytic tradecraft in the directorate of
intelligence and of furthering a greater understanding of intelligence analysis in the wider
communities in which it is practiced studied or taught these unclassified occasional
papers are disseminated externally as appropriate in addition to being used in courses at
the sherman kent school cia university and elsewhere in the intelligence community the kent
center is confident that intelligence analysts now and in the future will benefit from the
lessons and insights that contributors to occasional papers provide it is hoped that
they will prove to be a valuable addition to the practical literature on intelligence
analysis contents volume 1 number 1 improving cia analytic performance strategic
warning volume 1 number 2 improving cia analytic performance analysts and the
policymaking process volume 1 number 3 improving cia analytic performance di analytic
priorities volume 1 number 4 when everything is intelligence nothing is intelligence volume
1 number 5 sherman kent and the profession of intelligence analysis volume 2 number 1
strategic warning if surprise is inevitable what role for analysis volume 2 number 2
tensions in analyst policymaker relations opinions facts and evidence volume 2 number 3
sherman kent s final thoughts on analyst policymaker relations volume 3 number 1 making
sense of transnational threats volume 3 number 2 rethinking alternative analysis to
address transnational threats sample analytic tradecraft for managing substantive
uncertainty the failure to provide strategic warning during the months prior to iraq s
1990 invasion of kuwait generated recommendations for revamping warning analysis by
ddi doug maceachin 1993 1995 that spurred changes in the di s analytic approach to
substantive uncertainty generally the ddi observed that the bottom line judgment that
iraq was unlikely to initiate warfare in the near term issued repeatedly in the year before
the assault on kuwait was based on the assumption that iraq needed several years to
recover from the military and economic devastation of its long war with iran that
assumption was so widely held by analysts that it was rarely examined critically nor
was the heavy dependence of the no war conclusion on the recovery first assumption
explicitly recognized

Sherman Kent and the Board of National Estimates

2011-05-31

these collected essays by sherman kent were edited by donald p steury and published in
1994 by the history staff of the center for the study of intelligence central intelligence
agency washington d c kent was chairman of the board of national estimates from 1952
1967 and these declassified essays represent the essence of his thinking on estimate
preparation as well as important historical background on the methodology used before
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and during his tenure the foreword is by j kenneth mcdonald then 1994 chief of the cia
history staff and the text includes some security related redactions this book long out
of print is a foundational text in the study of intelligence analysis for the general non
fiction reading public kent s illustrative anecdotes about de gaulle bedell smith dean
acheson etc offer color and interest as does his lessons learned essay on analysis
failure in predicting soviet missile deliveries to cuba

Psychology of Intelligence Analysis

1999

a selection of kent s recently declassified writings on the occasion of the conference on
estimating soviet military power 1950 1984 which harvard university s charles warren
center for studies in american history and the cia s center for the study of intelligence
are co sponsoring in cambridge in december 1994

Sherman Kent and the Board of National Estimates

1994

in this seminal work published by the c i a itself produced by intelligence veteran richards
heuer discusses three pivotal points first human minds are ill equipped poorly wired to
cope effectively with both inherent and induced uncertainty second increased knowledge of
our inherent biases tends to be of little assistance to the analyst and lastly tools and
techniques that apply higher levels of critical thinking can substantially improve
analysis on complex problems

Psychology of Intelligence Analysis

2020-03-05

this book examines intelligence analysis in the digital age and demonstrates how
intelligence has entered a new era while intelligence is an ancient activity the digital age
is a relatively new phenomenon this volume uses the concept of the digital age to
highlight the increased change complexity and pace of information that is now circulated
as new technology has reduced the time it takes to spread news to almost nothing these
factors mean that decision makers face an increasingly challenging threat environment
which in turn increases the demand for timely relevant and reliable intelligence to support
policymaking in this context the book demonstrates that intelligence places greater
demands on analysis work as the traditional intelligence cycle is no longer adequate as
a process description in the digital age it is not enough to accumulate as much
information as possible to gain a better understanding of the world to meet customers
needs the intelligence process must be centred around the analysis work which in turn has
increased the demand for analysts assessments not least predictions are now just as
important as revealing someone else s secrets this volume will be of much interest to
students of intelligence studies security studies and international relations
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Intelligence Analysis in the Digital Age

2021-08-05

contents 1 how do people reason 2 what is critical thinking 3 what can be learned from
the past thinking critically about cuba deploying the missiles assessing the implications
between dogmatism and refutation lacking disconfirmation the roles of critical thinking in
the cuban crisis winners and losers the crisis in context ten years later they meet again
judgment 4 how can intelligence analysts employ critical thinking 5 how can intelligence
analysts be taught to think critically 6 how does critical thinking transform 7 what
other points of view exist 8 what does the future hold 9 nsa s critical thinking and
structured analysis class syllabus charts and tables

Critical Thinking and Intelligence Analysis

2010-10

drawing on the individual and collective experience of recognized intelligence experts and
scholars in the field analyzing intelligence provides the first comprehensive assessment of
the state of intelligence analysis since 9 11 its in depth and balanced evaluation of more
than fifty years of u s analysis includes a critique of why it has under performed at
times it provides insights regarding the enduring obstacles as well as new challenges of
analysis in the post 9 11 world and suggests innovative ideas for improved analytical
methods training and structured approaches the book s six sections present a coherent
plan for improving analysis early chapters examine how intelligence analysis has evolved
since its origins in the mid 20th century focusing on traditions culture successes and
failures the middle sections examine how analysis supports the most senior national
security and military policymakers and strategists and how analysts must deal with the
perennial challenges of collection politicization analytical bias knowledge building and
denial and deception the final sections of the book propose new ways to address enduring
issues in warning analysis methodology or analytical tradecraft and emerging analytic
issues like homeland defense the book suggests new forms of analytic collaboration in a
global intelligence environment and imperatives for the development of a new profession
of intelligence analysis analyzing intelligence is written for the national security expert
who needs to understand the role of intelligence and its strengths and weaknesses
practicing and future analysts will also find that its attention to the enduring
challenges provides useful lessons learned to guide their own efforts the innovations
section will provoke senior intelligence managers to consider major changes in the way
analysis is currently organized and conducted and the way that analysts are trained
and perform

Analyzing Intelligence

2008-04-09

analyzing intelligence now in a revised and extensively updated second edition assesses
the state of the profession of intelligence analysis from the practitioner s point of view
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the contributors most of whom have held senior positions in the us intelligence community
review the evolution of the field the rise of new challenges pitfalls in analysis and the
lessons from new training and techniques designed to deal with 21st century national
security problems this second edition updates this indispensable book with new chapters
that highlight advances in applying more analytic rigor to analysis along with expertise
building training and professional development new chapters by practitioners broaden the
original volume s discussion of the analyst policymaker relationship by addressing
analytic support to the military customer as well as by demonstrating how structured
analysis can benefit military commanders on the battlefield analyzing intelligence is
written for national security practitioners such as producers and users of intelligence
as well as for scholars and students seeking to understand the nature and role of
intelligence analysis its strengths and weaknesses and steps that can improve it and lead
it to a more recognizable profession the most comprehensive and up to date volume on
professional intelligence analysis as practiced in the us government analyzing intelligence
is essential reading for practitioners and users of intelligence analysis as well as for
students and scholars in security studies and related fields

Analyzing Intelligence

2014-02-26

with critical thinking for strategic intelligence katherine hibbs pherson and randolph h
pherson have updated their highly regarded easy to use handbook for developing core
critical thinking skills and analytic techniques this indispensable text is framed around
20 key questions that all analysts must ask themselves as they prepare to conduct
research generate hypotheses evaluate sources of information draft papers and
ultimately present analysis including how do i get started where is the information i need
what is my argument how do i convey my message effectively the third edition includes
suggested best practices for dealing with digital disinformation politicization and ai
drawing upon their years of teaching and analytic experience pherson and pherson provide
a useful introduction to skills that are essential within the intelligence community

Critical Thinking for Strategic Intelligence

2020-08-14

this book on intelligence analysis written by intelligence expert dr stephen marrin argues
that scholarship can play a valuable role in improving intelligence analysis improving
intelligence analysis requires bridging the gap between scholarship and practice compared
to the more established academic disciplines of political science and international
relations intelligence studies scholarship is generally quite relevant to practice yet a
substantial gap exists nonetheless even though there are many intelligence analysts very
few of them are aware of the various writings on intelligence analysis which could help
them improve their own processes and products if the gap between scholarship and
practice were to be bridged practitioners would be able to access and exploit the
literature in order to acquire new ways to think about frame conceptualize and improve
the analytic process and the resulting product this volume contributes to the broader
discussion regarding mechanisms and methods for improving intelligence analysis processes
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and products it synthesizes these articles into a coherent whole linking them together
through common themes and emphasizes the broader vision of intelligence analysis in the
introduction and conclusion chapters the book will be of great interest to students of
intelligence studies strategic studies us national security us foreign policy security
studies and political science in general as well as professional intelligence analysts and
managers

Improving Intelligence Analysis

2012-08-21

this book describes what intelligence community ic analysts do how they do it and how
they are affected by the political context that shapes uses and sometimes abuses their
output it is written by a 25 year intelligence professional

Reducing Uncertainty

2011-07-20

this volume helps identify how to produce good or better intelligence intelligence that is
of use to policymakers the authors have across a range of areas of interest identified
some of the practices that work best to bring about good intelligence the focus is on
analysis rather than operations and includes pieces from currently serving professionals
in the armed forces cia and nsa editor dr russell g swenson directed the center for
strategic intelligence research at the joint military intelligence college when this book
was published by the joint military intelligence college

Analytic Culture in the US Intelligence Community

2005

this survey of more than fifty years of national security policy juxtaposes declassified
u s national intelligence estimates with recently released soviet documents disclosing
the views of soviet leaders and their communist allies on the same events matthias shows
that u s intelligence estimates were usually correct but that our political and military
leaders generally ignored them with sometimes disastrous results the book begins with a
look back at the role of u s intelligence during world war ii from pearl harbor through
the plot against hitler and the d day invasion to the unconditional surrender of japan
and reveals how better use of the intelligence available could have saved many lives and
shortened the war the following chapters dealing with the cold war disclose what
information and advice u s intelligence analysts passed on to policy makers and also
what sometimes bitter policy debates occurred within the communist camp concerning
vietnam the bay of pigs the cuban missile crisis the turmoil in eastern europe the six day
and yom kippur wars in the middle east and the soviet intervention in afghanistan in many
ways this is a story of missed opportunities the u s government had to conduct a more
responsible foreign policy that could have avoided large losses of life and massive
expenditures on arms buildups while not exonerating the cia for its own mistakes
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matthias casts new light on the contributions that objective intelligence analysis did
make during the cold war and speculates on what might have happened if that analysis
and advice had been heeded

Bringing Intelligence about

2003

between the high level concepts of business intelligence and the nitty gritty instructions
for using vendors tools lies the essential yet poorly understood layer of architecture
design and process without this knowledge big data is belittled projects flounder are
late and go over budget business intelligence guidebook from data integration to
analytics shines a bright light on an often neglected topic arming you with the knowledge
you need to design rock solid business intelligence and data integration processes
practicing consultant and adjunct bi professor rick sherman takes the guesswork out of
creating systems that are cost effective reusable and essential for transforming raw
data into valuable information for business decision makers after reading this book you
will be able to design the overall architecture for functioning business intelligence
systems with the supporting data warehousing and data integration applications you
will have the information you need to get a project launched developed managed and
delivered on time and on budget turning the deluge of data into actionable information
that fuels business knowledge finally you ll give your career a boost by demonstrating
an essential knowledge that puts corporate bi projects on a fast track to success
provides practical guidelines for building successful bi dw and data integration
solutions explains underlying bi dw and data integration design architecture and
processes in clear accessible language includes the complete project development
lifecycle that can be applied at large enterprises as well as at small to medium sized
businesses describes best practices and pragmatic approaches so readers can put them
into action companion website includes templates and examples further discussion of key
topics instructor materials and references to trusted industry sources

Bringing Intelligence About: Practitioners Reflect on Best
Practices

2012-08-12

in sensemaking david moore advocates for a paradigm shift to improve analysis among
intelligence practitioners as well as intelligence collaboration with decision makers

America's Strategic Blunders

2010-11

intelligence is currently facing increasingly challenging cross pressures from both a need
for accurate and timely assessments of potential or imminent security threats and the
unpredictability of many of these emerging threats the essence of intelligence is no longer
the collection analysis and dissemination of secret information but has become instead
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the management of uncertainty in areas critical for overriding security goals

Business Intelligence Guidebook

2014-11-04

the relationship between intelligence organizations and the national security
policymakers which they support has its ups and downs sometimes the relationship is a
good one communication flows and both sides benefit from the interaction but sometimes
difficulties arise and problems develop for example when knowledge is required for decision
but is not available or is inaccurate the outcome is frequently described as an
intelligence failure a subset of this kind of intelligence failure occurs when knowledge is
distorted in order to reinforce or oppose policymaker preferences or expectations another
less successful outcome occurs when good accurate knowledge is not used to improve
policy but is instead set aside or ignored by those who have the responsibility and
obligation to make decisions this collection explores the difficulties that can arise in the
relationship between intelligence and policy the chapters consider both politicization of
and lack of receptiveness to intelligence on the part of policymakers from a variety of
different angles readers will find that this book challenges conventional wisdom and
offers new ways of thinking about this important but understudied area this book was
published as a special issue of intelligence and national security

Sensemaking

2013-09-28

written for trainers and analysts in british policing and security services this book takes
a practical look at intelligence analysis by synthesising the key issues and providing
context with case studies and scenario based exercises the author presents practical
recommendations for training and analysis

National Intelligence and Science

2015

intelligence work is in some ways like a newspaper or newsmagazine in some like a business
in some like the research activity of a university very little of it involves cloaks and
daggers all of it is important to national survival and should be understood by the
citizens of a democracy in this remarkable book an able scholar experienced in foreign
intelligence analyzes all of these varied aspects of what is known as high level foreign
positive intelligence illustrations are drawn from that branch but the lessons apply to
all intelligence and in fact to all those phases of business of journalism and most
importantly of scholarship where the problem is to learn what has happened or will
happen originally published in 1966 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on
demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the
distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original
texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover
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editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich
scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university
press since its founding in 1905

Revisiting Intelligence and Policy

2023-04-14

visual analytics has come a long way since its inception in 2005 the amount of data in
the world today has increased significantly and experts in many domains are struggling
to make sense of their data visual analytics is helping them conduct their analyses while
software developers have worked for many years to develop software that helps users
do their tasks this task is becoming more and more onerous as understanding the needs and
data used by expert users requires more than some simple usability testing during the
development process the need for a user centered evaluation process was envisioned in
illuminating the path the seminal work on visual analytics by james thomas and kristin
cook in 2005 we have learned over the intervening years that not only will user
centered evaluation help software developers to turn out products that have more
utility the evaluation efforts can also help point out the direction for future research
efforts this book describes the efforts that go into analysis including critical thinking
sensemaking and various analytics techniques learned from the intelligence community
support for these components is needed in order to provide the most utility for the expert
users there are a good number of techniques for evaluating software that hasbeen
developed within the human computer interaction hci community while some of these
techniques can be used as is others require modifications these too are described in the
book an essential point to stress is that the users of the domains for which visual
analytics tools are being designed need to be involved in the process the work they do and
the obstacles in their current processes need to be understood in order to determine both
the types of evaluations needed and the metrics to use in these evaluations at this point
in time very few published efforts describe more than informal evaluations the purpose of
this book is to help readers understand the need for more user centered evaluations to
drive both better designed products and to define areas for future research hopefully
readers will view this work as an exciting and creative effort and will join the
community involved in these efforts

The Art and Science of Intelligence Analysis

2010-05-27

this new and final edition is a follow up to the author s first book anticipating surprise
university press of america 2002 and the handbook of warning intelligence scarecrow
press 2010 the first book was an abridged version of grabo s 1972 manuscript of which
only 200 pages were allowed to be published by the government the second book was
published after it was agreed that the last 10 chapters would remain classified these
final 10 chapters have recently been released by the government and complete the
manuscript as it was originally intended to be published by the author in 1972 the
handbook of warning intelligence was written during the cold war and was classified for
40 years originally written as a manual for training intelligence analysts it explains
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the fundamentals of intelligence analysis and forecasting discusses military analysis as
well as the difficulties in understanding political civil and economic analysis and
assessing what it means for analysts to have warning judgment much of what grabo
wrote in her book seems to appear in many of the numerous commission reports that
emerged after the 9 11 attacks however her book was written in response to the surprise
attack of the soviet union s invasion of czechoslovakia in 1968 according to the
author that event was no surprise and while analysts have to take some of the blame
for their failure to strenuously present their case that the threat was real and imminent
what occurred was a failure by policymakers to listen to the warning intelligence
reports that were written at the time in these last chapters grabo discusses scenarios
where the united states will need to take action especially describing soviet indicators
of such action she also talks on how to influence policymakers to take or not take
action based on intelligence after the soviet union fell the government was hesitant to
release this information especially considering what s going on with putin today

Strategic Intelligence for American World Policy

2015-12-08

this book takes the relatively new concept of structured analytic techniques and defines
its place in a taxonomy of analytic methods it describes 50 techniques divided into eight
categories each corresponding to a book chapter these techniques are especially needed in
the field of intelligence analysis where analysts typically deal with incomplete
ambiguous and sometimes deceptive information

User-Centered Evaluation of Visual Analytics

2022-05-31

in this second edition of structured analytic techniques for intelligence analysis
authors richards j heuer jr and randolph h pherson showcase fifty five structured
analytic techniques five new to this edition that represent the most current best
practices in intelligence law enforcement homeland security and business analysis

Handbook of Warning Intelligence

2015-09-09

using a well conceived incident response plan in the aftermath of an online security breach
enables your team to identify attackers and learn how they operate but only when you
approach incident response with a cyber threat intelligence mindset will you truly
understand the value of that information in this updated second edition you ll learn the
fundamentals of intelligence analysis as well as the best ways to incorporate these
techniques into your incident response process each method reinforces the other threat
intelligence supports and augments incident response while incident response generates
useful threat intelligence this practical guide helps incident managers malware analysts
reverse engineers digital forensics specialists and intelligence analysts understand
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implement and benefit from this relationship in three parts this in depth book includes the
fundamentals get an introduction to cyberthreat intelligence the intelligence process the
incident response process and how they all work together practical application walk
through the intelligence driven incident response idir process using the f3ead process find
fix finish exploit analyze and disseminate the way forward explore big picture aspects of
idir that go beyond individual incident response investigations including intelligence team
building

Structured Analytic Techniques for Intelligence Analysis

2011

part of a three part collection in honour of the teachings of michael i handel one of the
foremost strategists of the late 20th century this collection explores the paradoxes
of intelligence analysis surprise and deception from both historical and theoretical
perspectives

Structured Analytic Techniques for Intelligence Analysis

2014-05-28

robert m clark explains that a collaborative target centric approach allows for more
effective analysis while better meeting customer needs

Intelligence-Driven Incident Response

2023-06-13

this edited volume brings together a range of essays by individuals who are centrally
involved in the debate about the role and utility of theory in intelligence studies the
volume includes both classic essays and new articles that critically analyse some key
issues strategic intelligence the place of international relations theory theories of
surprise and failure organisational issues and contributions from studies of policing and
democratisation it concludes with a chapter that summarises theoretical developments
and maps out an agenda for future research this volume will be at the forefront of the
theoretical debate and will become a key reference point for future research in the area
this book will be of much interest for students of intelligence studies security studies
and politics international relations in general

Paradoxes of Strategic Intelligence

2004-08-02

constructing cassandra analyzes the intelligence failures at the cia that resulted in
four key strategic surprises experienced by the us the cuban missile crisis in 1962 the
iranian revolution of 1978 the collapse of the ussr in 1991 and the 9 11 terrorist
attacks surprises still play out today in u s policy although there has been no
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shortage of studies exploring how intelligence failures can happen none of them have been
able to provide a unified understanding of the phenomenon to correct that omission this
book brings culture and identity to the foreground to present a unified model of
strategic surprise one that focuses on the internal make up the cia and takes seriously
those cassandras who offered warnings but were ignored this systematic exploration of
the sources of the cia s intelligence failures points to ways to prevent future strategic
surprises

Intelligence Analysis

2012-09-25

the u s intelligence community ic is a complex human enterprise whose success depends on
how well the people in it perform their work although often aided by sophisticated
technologies these people ultimately rely on their own intellect to identify synthesize
and communicate the information on which the nation s security depends the ic s success
depends on having trained motivated and thoughtful people working within organizations
able to understand value and coordinate their capabilities intelligence analysis provides
up to date scientific guidance for the intelligence community ic so that it might improve
individual and group judgments communication between analysts and analytic processes
the papers in this volume provide the detailed evidentiary base for the national research
council s report intelligence analysis for tomorrow advances from the behavioral and
social sciences the opening chapter focuses on the structure missions operations and
characteristics of the ic while the following 12 papers provide in depth reviews of key
topics in three areas analytic methods analysts and organizations informed by the ic s
unique missions and constraints each paper documents the latest advancements of the
relevant science and is a stand alone resource for the ic s leadership and workforce the
collection allows readers to focus on one area of interest analytic methods analysts
or organizations or even one particular aspect of a category as a collection the
volume provides a broad perspective of the issues involved in making difficult decisions
which is at the heart of intelligence analysis

Intelligence Theory

2008-08-12

there are a limited number of intelligence analysis books available on the market
intelligence analysis fundamentals is an introductory accessible text for college level
undergraduate and graduate level courses while the principles outlined in the book
largely follow military intelligence terminology and practice concepts are presented to
correlate with intelligence gathering and analysis performed in law enforcement homeland
security and corporate and business security roles most of the existing texts on
intelligence gathering and analysis focus on specific types of intelligence such as target
centric intelligence and many of these detail information from a position of prior
knowledge in other words they are most valuable to the consumer who has a working
level knowledge of the subject the book is general enough in nature that a lay student
interested in pursuing a career in intelligence homeland security or other related areas of
law enforcement will benefit from it no prior knowledge of intelligence analysis functions
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or operations is assumed chapters illustrate methods and techniques that over the
years have consistently demonstrate results superior to those achieved with other
means chapters describe such analytical methods that are most widely used in the
intelligence community and serve as recognized standards and benchmarks in the practice
of intelligence analysis all techniques have been selected for inclusion for their specific
application to homeland security criminal investigations and intelligence operations uses
numerous hands on activities that can easily be modified by instructors to be more or
less challenging depending on the course level to reinforce concepts as current and
active members of the intelligence community the authors draw on their decades of
experience in intelligence to offer real world examples to illustrate concepts all
methodologies reflect the latest trends in the intelligence communities assessment
analysis and reporting processes with all presented being open source non classified
information as such the non sensitive information presented is appropriate and methods
applicable for use for education and training overseas and internationally military style
collection and analysis methods are the primary ones presented but all are directly
correlated intelligence to current concepts functions and practices within homeland
security and the law communities covers the counterterrorism environment where joint
operations and investigative efforts combine military private sector and law enforcement
action and information sharing the book will be a welcome addition to the body of
literature available and a widely used reference for professionals and students alike

Constructing Cassandra

2013-08-21

written by an experienced professional who has led navy intelligence and cia analysts in
high stakes situations leading intelligence analysis lessons from the cia s analytic front
lines introduces the fundamental managerial skills and practical tools needed to lead
analysis projects conducted by individuals and teams author bruce pease provides
insights into key questions such as what kind of environment draws out a team s best
work what brings out their creativity when does pressure bring out their best insights
when does pressure sap their intellectual energy and what kind of team builds new
knowledge rather than engaging in group think this book draws on the author s
perspective from decades of leading intelligence analysts on critical issues including war
in the middle east terrorism after 9 11 and nuclear threats

Intelligence Analysis

2011-04-08

when joint special operations command deployed task force 714 to iraq in 2003 it faced
an adversary unlike any it had previously encountered al qaeda in iraq aqi aqi s
organization into multiple independent networks and its application of information age
technologies allowed it to wage war across a vast landscape to meet this unique
threat tf 714 developed the intelligence capacity to operate inside those networks and in
the words of commander gen stanley mcchrystal usa ret claw the guts out of aqi in
transforming us intelligence for irregular war richard h shultz jr provides a broad
discussion of the role of intelligence in combatting nonstate militants and revisits this
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moment of innovation during the iraq war showing how the defense and intelligence
communities can adapt to new and evolving foes shultz tells the story of how tf 714
partnered with us intelligence agencies to dismantle aqi s secret networks by eliminating
many of its key leaders he also reveals how tf 714 altered its methods and practices of
intelligence collection intelligence analysis and covert paramilitary operations to
suppress aqi s growing insurgency and ultimately destroy its networked infrastructure
tf 714 remains an exemplar of successful organizational learning and adaptation in the
midst of modern warfare by examining its innovations shultz makes a compelling case for
intelligence leading the way in future campaigns against nonstate armed groups

Intelligence Analysis Fundamentals

2018-08-06

the u s intelligence community ic is a complex human enterprise whose success depends on
how well the people in it perform their work although often aided by sophisticated
technologies these people ultimately rely on their own intellect to identify synthesize
and communicate the information on which the nation s security depends the ic s success
depends on having trained motivated and thoughtful people working within organizations
able to understand value and coordinate their capabilities intelligence analysis provides
up to date scientific guidance for the intelligence community ic so that it might improve
individual and group judgments communication between analysts and analytic processes
the papers in this volume provide the detailed evidentiary base for the national research
council s report intelligence analysis for tomorrow advances from the behavioral and
social sciences the opening chapter focuses on the structure missions operations and
characteristics of the ic while the following 12 papers provide in depth reviews of key
topics in three areas analytic methods analysts and organizations informed by the ic s
unique missions and constraints each paper documents the latest advancements of the
relevant science and is a stand alone resource for the ic s leadership and workforce the
collection allows readers to focus on one area of interest analytic methods analysts
or organizations or even one particular aspect of a category as a collection the
volume provides a broad perspective of the issues involved in making difficult decisions
which is at the heart of intelligence analysis

Strategic Intelligence

1995

about the analogy between the epistemological and methodological aspects of the
activity of intelligence agencies and some scientific disciplines advocating for a more
scientific approach to the process of collecting and analyzing information within the
intelligence cycle i assert that the theoretical ontological and epistemological aspects
of the activity of many intelligence agencies are underestimated leading to incomplete
understanding of current phenomena and confusion in inter institutional collaboration
after a brief introduction which includes a history of the evolution of the intelligence
concept after world war ii intelligence activity defines the objectives and organization
of intelligence agencies the core model of these organizations the intelligence cycle and
the relevant aspects of the intelligence gathering and intelligence analysis in the
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ontology section i highlight the ontological aspects and the entities that threaten and
are threatened the epistemology section includes aspects specific to intelligence activity
with the analysis of the traditional singer model and a possible epistemological
approach through the concept of tacit knowledge developed by scientist michael polanyi
in the methodology section there are various methodological theories with an emphasis
on structural analytical techniques and some analogies with science archeology
business and medicine in conclusions i argue on the possibility of a more scientific approach
to methods of intelligence gathering and analysis of intelligence agencies contents
abstract 1 introduction 1 1 history 2 intelligence activity 2 1 organizations 2 2
intelligence cycle 2 3 intelligence gathering 2 4 intelligence analysis 2 5
counterintelligence 2 6 epistemic communities 3 ontology 4 epistemology 4 1 the tacit
knowledge polanyi 5 methodologies 6 analogies with other disciplines 6 1 science 6 2
archeology 6 3 business 6 4 medicine 7 conclusions bibliography doi 10 13140 rg 2 2
12971 49445

Leading Intelligence Analysis

2019-01-03

many intelligence practitioners feel that the statutory footing on which
intelligenceagencies have been placed forms an impediment to confronting unprecedented
contemporarychallenges on the basis of case studies spanning the period from the first
worldwar to the present this book argues that while the intelligence community in the
era ofglobalization has indeed come to face new and complex challenges that require
adaptation operating in demanding and changing environments is not new at all this book
questionsthe conventional wisdom of 9 11 or the end of the cold war as caesurae it
also argues thatthe ability to adapt innovate question and learn from past experience is
crucial for thesuccess of intelligence organizations rather than ever expanding funding
agencies ability to reflect adapt and learn from experience determines their
subsequentcapability to deliver one key development resulting from globalization is the
markedincrease in cooperation between intelligence agencies of different countries on the
onehand and between investigative agencies and intelligence agencies on the other this
hasled to concerns over human rights and privacy and to increased calls for
accountability andimproved oversight as the increase in cooperation between
organizations operating globallyalso provides scope for the circumvention of domestic
restrictions this book proposes an instrument to assess the effectiveness of existing
accountabilityarrangements and offers new insights into the role of military intelligence
in anumber of crises e g the 1962 cold war confrontation over western new guinea and
thefunctioning of intelligence in peacekeeping operations ranging from srebrenica to mali
thematically comprehensive it offers a mixture of historical legal operational and
policyaspects analyzed through the lens of institutional learning bringing together
academic andpractitioners perspectives the focus lies not only on the familiar anglo
saxon experiencebut also on cases from india the netherlands south east asia bosnia
lebanon and mali the book is aimed at both scholars and practitioners studying and or
working in the fieldof civil and military intelligence and those involved in international
relations and internationalhumanitarian law human rights law it brings together
contributions from authorswho spoke at the conference to commemorate the 100th
anniversary of the dutch militaryintelligence and security service organized by the
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netherlands intelligence studies association nisa and from a number of authors who were
specifically invited to participate

Transforming US Intelligence for Irregular War

2020-04-01

Intelligence Analysis

2011-03-08

Studies in Intelligence

2003

Epistemology of Intelligence Agencies

2019-04-07

Perspectives on Military Intelligence from the First World
War to Mali

2017-07-01
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